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Abstract

Our ability to train end-to-end systems for 3D human

pose estimation from single images is currently constrained

by the limited availability of 3D annotations for natural im-

ages. Most datasets are captured using Motion Capture

(MoCap) systems in a studio setting and it is difficult to

reach the variability of 2D human pose datasets, like MPII

or LSP. To alleviate the need for accurate 3D ground truth,

we propose to use a weaker supervision signal provided by

the ordinal depths of human joints. This information can be

acquired by human annotators for a wide range of images

and poses. We showcase the effectiveness and flexibility of

training Convolutional Networks (ConvNets) with these or-

dinal relations in different settings, always achieving com-

petitive performance with ConvNets trained with accurate

3D joint coordinates. Additionally, to demonstrate the po-

tential of the approach, we augment the popular LSP and

MPII datasets with ordinal depth annotations. This exten-

sion allows us to present quantitative and qualitative evalu-

ation in non-studio conditions. Simultaneously, these ordi-

nal annotations can be easily incorporated in the training

procedure of typical ConvNets for 3D human pose. Through

this inclusion we achieve new state-of-the-art performance

for the relevant benchmarks and validate the effectiveness

of ordinal depth supervision for 3D human pose.

1. Introduction

Human pose estimation has been one of the most re-

markable successes for deep learning approaches. Leverag-

ing large-scale datasets with extensive 2D annotations has

immensely benefited 2D pose estimation [55, 34, 31, 61],

semantic part labeling [11, 57] and multi-person pose esti-

mation [15, 30, 9]. In contrast, the complexity of collecting

images with corresponding 3D ground truth has constrained

3D human pose datasets in small scale [19] or strictly in

studio settings [42, 16]. The goal of this paper is to demon-

strate that in the absence of accurate 3D ground truth, end-

to-end learning can be competitive by using weaker super-

vision in the form of ordinal depth of the joints (Figure 1).

Aiming to boost end-to-end discriminative approaches,

     Z(right ankle) < Z(right hip) 
           Z(left knee) > Z(right knee) 
       Z(right elbow) > Z(right wrist) 

           Z(left shoulder) < Z(right shoulder) 
    Z(right knee) < Z(left hip) 

           Z(left wrist) = Z(left elbow) 
                   Z(head) > Z(right ankle) 

       Z(right hip) = Z(left hip) 
Z(right ankle) < Z(neck) 
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Figure 1: Summary of our approach. In the absence of ac-

curate 3D ground truth we propose the use of ordinal depth

relations (closer-farther) of the human body joints for end-

to-end training of 3D human pose estimation systems.

different techniques attempt to augment the training data.

Synthetic examples can be produced in abundance [13, 53],

but there is no guarantee that they come from the same dis-

tribution as natural images. Multi-view systems for accu-

rate capture of 3D ground truth can work outdoors [26], but

they need to be synchronized and calibrated, so data col-

lection is not practical and hard to scale. These limitations

have favored reconstruction approaches, e.g., [5, 25], which

employ reliable 2D pose detectors and recover 3D pose in a

subsequent step using the 2D joint estimates. Unfortunately,

even in the presence of perfect 2D correspondences, the fi-

nal 3D reconstruction can be erroneous. This 2D-to-3D re-

construction ambiguity is mainly attributed to the binary

ordinal depth relations of the joints (closer-farther) [45].

Leveraging image-based evidences, such as occlusion and

shading, can largely resolve the ambiguity, yet this infor-

mation is discarded by reconstruction approaches.

Motivated by the particular power of ordinal depth re-

lations at resolving reconstruction ambiguities and the fact

that this information can be acquired by human annotators,

we propose to use ordinal depth relations to train ConvNets
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for 3D human pose estimation. Since humans can easily

perceive pose [24] and they are better at estimating ordinal

depth than explicit metric depth [50], annotators can pro-

vide pairwise ordinal depth relations for a wide range of

imaging conditions, activities, and viewpoints. We develop

on the idea of ordinal relations demonstrating their flexi-

bility and effectiveness in a variety of settings: 1) we use

them to predict directly the depths of joints, 2) we combine

them with 2D keypoint annotations to predict 3D poses,

3) we demonstrate how they can be incorporated within a

volumetric representation of 3D pose [32]. In every case,

the weak supervision signal provided by these ordinal rela-

tions leads to a competitive performance compared to fully

supervised approaches that employ the actual 3D ground

truth. Additionally, to motivate the use of ordinal depth

relations for human pose, we provide ordinal depth anno-

tations for two popular 2D human pose datasets, LSP [18]

and MPII [2]. This extension allows us to provide quantita-

tive and qualitative evaluation of our approach in non-studio

settings. Simultaneously, these ordinal annotations for in-

the-wild images can be easily incorporated in the training

procedure of typical ConvNets for 3D human pose leading

to new state-of-the-art results for the standard benchmarks

of Human3.6M and HumanEva-I. These performance bene-

fits underline the effectiveness of ordinal depth supervision

for human pose problems and provide motivation for further

exploration using the available annotations.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We propose the use of ordinal depth relations of human

joints for 3D human pose estimation to bypass the need

for accurate 3D ground truth.

• We showcase the flexibility of the ordinal relations

by incorporating them in different network settings,

where we always achieve competitive results to train-

ing with the actual 3D ground truth.

• We augment two popular 2D pose datasets (LSP and

MPII) with ordinal depth annotations and demonstrate

the applicability of the proposed approach to 3D pose

estimation in non-studio conditions.

• We include our ordinal annotations in the training pro-

cedure of typical ConvNets for 3D human pose and

exemplify their effectiveness by achieving new state-

of-the-art results on the standard benchmarks.

2. Related work

Since the literature on 3D human pose estimation is vast,

here we discuss works closely related to our approach and

refer the interested reader to Sarafianos et al. [41] for a re-

cent survey on this topic.

Reconstruction approaches: A long line of approaches

follows the reconstruction paradigm by employing 2D pose

detectors to localize 2D human joints and using these lo-

cations to estimate plausible 3D poses [10, 17]. Zhou et

al. [68, 69] use 2D heatmaps from a 2D pose ConvNet to

reconstruct 3D pose in a video sequence. Bogo et al. [5] fit

a statistical model of 3D human shape to the predicted 2D

joints. Alternatively, a network can also handle the step of

lifting 2D estimates to 3D poses [56, 28, 51]. Notably, Mar-

tinez et al. [25] achieve state-of-the-art results with a sim-

ple multilayer perceptron that regresses 3D joint locations,

given 2D keypoints as input. Despite the success of this

paradigm, it comes with important drawbacks. No image-

based evidence is used during the reconstruction step, the

result is too reliant on an imperfect 2D pose detector and

even for perfect 2D correspondences, the 3D estimate might

fail because of the reconstruction ambiguity. In contrast, by

using ordinal depth relations we can leverage rich image-

based information during estimation, without relinquishing

the accuracy of reconstruction approaches, which can also

be integrated in our framework (Section 3.4).

Discriminative approaches: Discriminative approaches

are orthogonal to the reconstruction paradigm since they es-

timate the 3D pose directly from the image. Prior work uses

ConvNets to regress the coordinates of the 3D joints [22,

47, 48, 51, 44, 26], to regress 3D heatmaps [32], or to clas-

sify each image in the appropriate pose class [39, 40]. The

main critique of these end-to-end approaches is that images

with corresponding 3D ground truth are required for train-

ing. Our work attempts to relax this important constraint,

by training with weak 3D information in the form of ordi-

nal depth relations for the joints and 2D keypoints. Weak

supervision was also used in recent work [64] by constrain-

ing the lengths of the predicted limbs. However, we argue

that our supervision does not simply constraint the output

of the network, but also provides novel information for in-

the-wild images and further enhances training.

Generating training examples: The limited availability

of 3D ground truth for training 3D human pose ConvNets

has also been addressed in various ways in recent works.

The most straightforward solution is to use graphics to aug-

ment the training data [13, 53, 26]. Differently, Rogez and

Schmid [39] propose a collage approach by composing hu-

man parts from different images to produce combinations

with known 3D pose. In both cases though, most exam-

ples do not reach the detail and variety level that in-the-wild

images have. Mehta et al. [26] record multiple views out-

doors and estimate accurate 3D ground truth for every view.

However, multi-view systems need to be synchronized and

calibrated, so large-scale data collection is not trivial.

3D annotations: Prior works have also relied on humans

to perceive and annotate 3D properties that are lost through

the projection of a 3D scene on a 2D image. Bell et al. [3]

and Chen et al. [12] annotate the ordinal relations for the

apparent depth of pixels in the image. In the work of Xi-
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ang et al. [59, 58], humans align 3D CAD models with sin-

gle images to provide viewpoint information. Concerning

3D human pose annotations, the famous poselets work from

Bourdev and Malik [6] uses an interactive tool for annota-

tors to adjust the 3D pose, making the procedure laborious.

Maji et al. [23] provide 3D annotations for human pose, but

only in the form of yaw angles for head and torso. The idea

of ordinal depth relations is also explored by Pons-Moll et

al. [35] where attributes regarding the relative 3D position

of the body parts are included in their posebits database.

Different to them, we provide annotations by humans for a

much larger set of images (i.e., more than 15k images with

our annotations compared to 1k for the posebits dataset),

and instead of exploring an extensive set of pose attributes,

we propose a cleaner training scheme that requires only 2D

keypoint locations and ordinal depth relations. In recent

work, Lassner et al. [21] estimate proposals of 3D human

shape fits for single images which are accepted or rejected

by annotators. Despite the rich ground truth in case of a

good fit, many automatic proposals are of low quality, lead-

ing to many discards. Our work aims for a more balanced

solution where 3D annotations have a weaker form, but the

task is easy for humans, so that they can provide annotations

on a large scale for practically any available image.

Ordinal relations: There is a long history for learning

from ordinal relations, outside the field of computer vi-

sion, with particular interest in the area of information re-

trieval, where many algorithms for learning-to-rank have

been developed [7, 8, 46]. In the context of computer vi-

sion, previous works have used relations to learn apparent

depth [70, 12] or reflectance [29, 63] of a scene. We share a

common motivation with these approaches in the sense that

ordinal relations are easier for humans to annotate, com-

pared to metric depth or absolute reflectance values.

3. Technical approach

In this section we present our proposed approach for dif-

ferent settings of 3D human pose estimation. First, in Sec-

tion 3.1 we predict only the depths of the human joints, re-

lying on ordinal depth relations and a ranking loss for train-

ing. Then, in Section 3.2 we combine the ordinal relations

with 2D keypoint annotations to predict the 3D pose coordi-

nates. In Section 3.3 we explore the incorporation of ordinal

relations within a volumetric representation for 3D human

pose [32]. Finally, Section 3.4 presents the extension of the

previous networks with a component designed to encode a

geometric 3D pose prior.

3.1. Depth prediction

Our initial goal is to establish the training procedure such

that we can leverage ordinal depth relations to learn to pre-

dict the depths of human joints. This is the simplest case,

where instead of explicitly predicting the 3D pose, we only

predict depth values for the joints.

Let us represent the human body with N joints. For each

joint i we want to predict its depth zi. The provided data are

in the form of pairwise ordinal depth relations. For a pair

of joints (i, j), we denote the ordinal depth relation as r(i,j)
taking the value:

• +1, if joint i is closer than j,

• −1, if joint j is closer than i,

• 0, if their depths are roughly the same.

The ConvNet we use for this task takes the image as input

and predicts N depth values zi, one for each joint. Given

the r(i,j) relation and assuming that the ConvNet is produc-

ing the depth estimates zi and zj for the two corresponding

joints, the loss for this pair is:

Li,j =







log (1 + exp(zi − zj)) , r(i,j) = +1
log (1 + exp(−zi + zj)) , r(i,j) = −1
(zi − zj)

2, r(i,j) = 0.
(1)

This is a differentiable ranking loss expression, which has

similarities with early works on the learning-to-rank liter-

ature [7] and was also adopted by [12] for apparent depth

estimation. Intuitively, it enforces a large margin between

the values zi and zj if one of them has been annotated as

closer than the other, otherwise it enforces them to be equal.

Denoting with I the set of pairs of joints that have been an-

notated with an ordinal relation, the complete expression for

the loss takes the form:

Lrank =
∑

(i,j)∈I

Li,j . (2)

An interesting property of this loss is that we do not re-

quire the relations for all pairs of joints to be available dur-

ing training. The loss can be computed based only on the

subset of pairs that have been annotated. Additionally, the

relations do not have to be consistent, i.e., no strict global

ordering is required. Instead, the ConvNet is allowed to

learn a consensus from the provided relationships by mini-

mizing the incurred loss. This is a helpful property in case

there are ambiguities in the annotations.

3.2. Coordinate prediction for 3D pose

Our initial ConvNet only predicts the depths of the hu-

man joints. To enable full 3D pose reconstruction, we addi-

tionally need to precisely localize the corresponding joints

on the image. Given the ConvNet used in the previous sec-

tion, the most natural extension is to enrich its output by

predicting the 2D coordinates of the joints as well. Thus,

we predict 2N additional values which correspond to the

pixel coordinates w = (x, y) of each joint. We consider this

combination of 2D keypoints with ordinal depth as a form
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Figure 2: Visualization of the volumetric output for an in-

dividual joint. The predictions are volumetric, but in the

absence of accurate 3D ground truth, the supervision is ap-

plied independently on the 2D image plane and the depth

dimension. The marginalized likelihoods are computed by

means of sum-pooling operations.

of weak 3D information and we refer to the corresponding

ConvNet as the weakly supervised version.

Let us denote with wn the ground truth 2D location for

joint n, and with ŵn the corresponding ConvNet prediction.

Assuming the availability of 2D keypoint annotations, the

familiar L2 regression loss can be applied:

Lkeyp =

N
∑

n=1

‖wn − ŵn‖
2
2. (3)

By combining the ranking loss for the values zn and the re-

gression loss for the keypoint coordinates wn, we can train

the ConvNet end-to-end: L = Lrank + λLkeyp, where the

value λ = 100 is used for our experiments.

3.3. Volumetric prediction for 3D pose

Apart from direct regression of the 3D pose coordinates,

recent work has investigated the use of a volumetric repre-

sentation for 3D human pose [32]. In this case, the space

around the subject is discretized, and the ConvNet predicts

per-voxel likelihoods for every joint in the 3D space. The

training target for the volumetric space is a 3D Gaussian

centered at the 3D location of each joint. However, with-

out explicit 3D ground truth, supervising the same volume

is not trivial. To demonstrate the general applicability of

ordinal relations, we adapt this representation, to make it

compatible with ordinal depth supervision as well.

To bypass the seemingly complex issue, we propose to

preserve the volumetric structure of the output, but decom-

pose the supervision a) in the 2D image plane and b) the z

dimension (depth), as presented in Figure 2. Precisely, for

every joint n, the ConvNet predicts score maps Ψn, which

can be transformed to a probability distribution, by apply-

ing a softmax operation σ. So, the joint n is located in posi-

tion u = (x, y, z) with probability p(u|n) = σ[Ψn]u. The

marginalized probability distribution in the 2D plane is:

p(x, y|n) =
∑

z

p(u|n), (4)

and can be computed efficiently as a sum-pooling opera-

tion across all the slices of the volume. This operation is

equivalent to adopting a weak perspective camera model.

Similarly, the marginalized probability distribution for the

depth dimension is:

p(z|n) =
∑

x,y

p(u|n), (5)

and can again be computed as a sum-pooling operation

across all the pixels of a slice. This decomposition has

the advantage that even if we do not have complete 3D

ground truth, we can still supervise the ConvNet. The 2D

image plane (values of equation 4) and the depth dimen-

sion (values of equation 5) are supervised independently,

but they are connected by the underlying volumetric rep-

resentation which enforces the 3D consistency. Our loss

function takes the form: L = Lrank + λLheat. The loss

for the z-dimension, Lrank, is the same ranking loss as be-

fore (equation 2), where we recover depth for each joint

by taking the mean value of the estimated soft distribution:

zn =
∑

z zp(z|n). For the x-y dimensions, the target for

each keypoint is a heatmap with a Gaussian centered around

its ground truth location and Lheat is an L2 loss between the

predicted and the ground truth heatmaps [52, 33].

We stress here that the alterations presented up to this

point refer only to the supervision type, without interfering

with the network architecture. This allows most of the state-

of-the-art discriminative ConvNets [64, 44, 48, 32] to be

used as-is, and be complemented with the proposed ordinal

depth supervision when 3D ground truth is not available.

3.4. Integration with a reconstruction component

The strength of the aforementioned networks is that they

leverage image-based information to resolve the single-

view depth ambiguities and produce depth estimates zn that

respect the ordinal depths of the human joints. However,

the predicted depth values do not typically match the exact

metric depths of the joints, since no full 3D pose exam-

ple has been used to train the networks. This motivates us

to enhance the architecture with our proposed reconstruc-

tion component, which takes as input the estimated 2D key-

points wn and the ordinal depth estimates zn, for all joints

n, and reconstructs the 3D pose, S ∈ R
n×3. This input-

output relation is presented in Figure 3a. Conveniently, for
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Figure 3: (a) The reconstruction component is a multi-layer

perceptron with two bilinear units [25]. The input is the

concatenation of the pixel locations of the joints (xi, yi),
and the ordinal depths zi, while the output is the 3D pose

coordinates Si. (b) Integration of the reconstruction module

in the full framework. The ConvNet of Section 3.2 or 3.3

estimates 2D keypoint locations and depths which are used

by the reconstruction module to predict a coherent 3D pose.

the training of this component we require only MoCap data,

which are available in abundance. During training, we sim-

ply project each 3D pose skeleton to the 2D image plane. To

simulate the input, we use the projected 2D joint locations

and a noisy version of the depths of the joints, such that the

majority of their ordinal relations are preserved, while their

values might not necessarily match the actual depth. Denot-

ing with Ŝi the output 3D joints of the ConvNet and with Si

the joints of the 3D pose that was used to generate the input,

our supervision is an L2 loss:

L3D =
N
∑

n=1

‖Sn − Ŝn‖
2
2. (6)

This module can be easily incorporated in an end-to-end

framework by using as input the output of the ConvNet from

Section 3.2 or Section 3.3. This is presented schematically

in Figure 3b. The benefit from employing such a recon-

struction module is demonstrated empirically in Section 4.

4. Empirical evaluation

This section concerns the empirical evaluation of the

proposed approach. First, we present the benchmarks that

we employed for quantitative and qualitative evaluation.

Then, we provide some essential implementation details of

the approach. Finally, quantitative and qualitative results

are presented on the selected datasets.

4.1. Datasets

We employed two standard indoor benchmarks, Hu-

man3.6M [16] and HumanEva-I [42], along with a recent

dataset captured in indoor and outdoor conditions, MPI-

INF-3DHP [26, 27]. Additionally, we extended two pop-

ular 2D human pose datasets, Leeds Sports Pose dataset

(LSP) [18] and MPII human pose dataset (MPII) [2] with

ordinal depth annotations for the human joints.

Human3.6M: It is a large-scale dataset captured in an in-

door environment that contains multiple subjects perform-

ing typical actions like “Eating” and “Walking”. Following

the most popular protocol (e.g., [68]), we train using sub-

jects S1,S5,S6,S7, and S8 and test on subjects S9 and S11.

The original videos are downsampled from 50fps to 10fps

to remove redundancy. A single model is trained for all

actions. Results are reported using the mean per joint er-

ror and the reconstruction error, which allows a Procrustes

alignment of the prediction with the ground truth.

HumanEva-I: It is a smaller scale dataset compared to Hu-

man3.6M, including fewer users and actions. We follow the

typical protocol (e.g., [4]), where the training sequences of

subjects S1, S2 and S3 are used for training and the valida-

tion sequences of the same subjects are used for testing. We

train a single model for all actions and users, and we report

results using the reconstruction error.

MPI-INF-3DHP: It is a recent dataset that includes both

indoor and outdoor scenes. We use it exclusively for eval-

uation, without employing the training data, to demonstrate

robustness of the trained model under significant domain

shift. Following the typical protocol ([26, 64]), results are

reported using the PCK3D and the AUC metric.

LSP + MPII Ordinal: Leeds Sports Pose [18] and MPII

human pose [2] are two of the most widely used bench-

marks for 2D human pose. Here we extend both of them,

offering ordinal depth annotations for the human joints. For

LSP we annotate all the 2k images, while for MPII we an-

notate the subset of 13k images used by Lassner et al. [21].

Annotators were presented with a pair of joints for each

image and answered which joint was closer to the camera.

The option “ambiguous/hard to tell” was also offered. We

considered 14 joints, excluding thorax and spine joints of

MPII, which are often not used for training (e.g., [55]). The

questions for each image were continued until a global or-

dering could be inferred for all the joints. By enforcing a

global ordering we conveniently do not encounter any con-

tradicting annotations. More importantly though, this ap-

proach significantly decreased annotation time. If the rel-

ative questions had to be answered for all joints, then we

would require
(

14
2

)

= 91 questions for each image. In con-

trast, with the procedure we followed, we could get a global

ordering with roughly 17 questions per image in the mean

case. This resulted in 5 times faster annotation time. Ad-

ditionally, we observed that annotators were much more ef-
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Architecture Supervision Avg error

depth ordinal supervision 84.24

prediction direct regression 80.23

coordinate weakly supervised 115.08

regression fully supervised [32] 112.41

one weakly supervised 89.93

volume
hourglass fully supervised [32] 85.82

regression two weakly supervised 79.03

hourglasses fully supervised [32] 69.77

Table 1: Effect of training with the actual 3D ground truth,

versus employing weaker ordinal depth supervision on Hu-

man3.6M. The results are mean per joint errors (mm).

ficient when they were asked continuously about a specific

pair of joints, instead of changing the pair of focus. As a

result, we created groups of 50 images containing questions

about the same pair of joints. This way we could get an-

notations at a rate of 3.5 secs per question, meaning that in

total the procedure required roughly 1 minute per image.

We clarify that our goal for this dataset is to provide a

novel information source (ordinal depth) for in-the-wild im-

ages. We do not use it for evaluation, since it is not a mm

level accuracy benchmark like Human3.6M or HumanEva-

I. Furthermore, the goal is not to conduct a computational

study concerning the level of accuracy that humans perceive

3D poses as this has been already examined in the past [24].

In contrast, we use these annotations to demonstrate that: a)

they can boost performance of 3D human pose estimation

for standard benchmarks, and b) they assist our ConvNets to

proper generalize and make them applicable in non-studio

conditions, or in cases with significant domain shift.

4.2. Implementation details

For the ConvNets that predict 2D keypoints and/or

depths, we follow the hourglass design [31]. When the

output is in coordinate form (Sections 3.1 and 3.2), we

use one hourglass with a fully connected layer in the end,

while when we have volumetric target (Section 3.3), we use

two hourglasses (unless stated otherwise). For comparisons

with the state-of-the-art, we follow a mixed training strategy

combining images with 3D ground truth from the respective

dataset (Human3.6M or HumanEva-I), with LSP+MPII Or-

dinal images. For the LSP+MPII Ordinal examples, the loss

is computed based on the human annotations (weak super-

vision), while for the respective dataset examples, the loss

is computed based on the known ground truth (full super-

vision). We train the network with a batch size of 4, learn-

ing rate set to 2.5e-4, and using rmsprop for the optimiza-

tion. Augmentation for rotation (±30◦), scale (0.75-1.25)

and flipping (left-right) is also used. The duration of the

Avg error

Human3.6M 71.9

Human3.6M + 2D keyp 66.6

Human3.6M + 2D keyp + Ord 62.1

Human3.6M + 2D keyp + Rec 59.1

Human3.6M + 2D keyp + Ord + Rec 56.2

Table 2: Ablative study on Human3.6M demonstrating the

effect of incorporating additional data sources in the train-

ing procedure (2D keypoints and ordinal depth relations),

as well as integrating a rconstruction component. The num-

bers are mean per joint errors (mm).

PCK3D AUC

Human3.6M 17.1 6.3

Human3.6M + 2D keyp 44.3 19.8

Human3.6M + 2D keyp + Ord 71.9 35.3

Table 3: Ablative study on MPI-INF-3DHP demonstrating

that supervision through our ordinal annotations is impor-

tant for proper generalization.

training depends on the size of the dataset (300k iterations

for Human3.6M data only, 2.5M iterations for mixed Hu-

man3.6M and LSP+MPII Ordinal data, 1.5M iterations for

mixed HumanEva-I and LSP+MPII Ordinal data). For the

reconstruction component (Section 3.4), we follow the de-

sign of [25]. We train the network with a batch size of 64,

learning rate set to 2.5e-4, we use rmsprop for the optimiza-

tion, and the training lasts for 200k iterations.

4.3. Ablative studies

Ordinal supervision: First, we examine the effect of us-

ing ordinal depth supervision versus employing the actual

3D groudtruth for training. For this part, we focus on Hu-

man3.6M which is a large scale benchmark and provides

3D ground truth to perform the quantitative comparison.

To define the ordinal depth relations, the depth values for

each pair of joints are considered. If they differ less than

100mm, then the corresponding relation is set to r = 0
(similar depth). Otherwise, it is set to r = ±1, depend-

ing on which joint is closer. Since for this comparison we

want to focus on the form of supervision, this is the only

set of experiments that uses ordinal depth relations inferred

from 3D ground truth. For the remaining evaluations, all

ordinal depth relations were provided by human annotators.

Following the analysis of Section 3, we explore three dif-

ferent prediction schemes, i.e., depth prediction, coordinate

regression and volume regression. For each one of them, we

compare a version where ordinal supervision is used, versus
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Direct. Discuss Eating Greet Phone Photo Pose Purch. Sitting SitingD Smoke Wait WalkD Walk WalkT Avg

Tekin et al. [49] (CVPR’16) 102.4 147.2 88.8 125.3 118.0 182.7 112.4 129.2 138.9 224.9 118.4 138.8 126.3 55.1 65.8 125.0

Zhou et al. [68] (CVPR’16) 87.4 109.3 87.1 103.2 116.2 143.3 106.9 99.8 124.5 199.2 107.4 118.1 114.2 79.4 97.7 113.0

Du et al. [14] (ECCV’16) 85.1 112.7 104.9 122.1 139.1 135.9 105.9 166.2 117.5 226.9 120.0 117.7 137.4 99.3 106.5 126.5

Zhou et al. [66] (ECCVW’16) 91.8 102.4 96.7 98.8 113.4 125.2 90.0 93.8 132.2 159.0 107.0 94.4 126.0 79.0 99.0 107.3

Chen et al. [10] (CVPR’17) 89.9 97.6 90.0 107.9 107.3 139.2 93.6 136.1 133.1 240.1 106.7 106.2 114.1 87.0 90.6 114.2

Tome et al. [51] (CVPR’17) 65.0 73.5 76.8 86.4 86.3 110.7 68.9 74.8 110.2 173.9 85.0 85.8 86.3 71.4 73.1 88.4

Rogez et al. [40] (CVPR’17) 76.2 80.2 75.8 83.3 92.2 105.7 79.0 71.7 105.9 127.1 88.0 83.7 86.6 64.9 84.0 87.7

Pavlakos et al. [32] (CVPR’17) 67.4 71.9 66.7 69.1 72.0 77.0 65.0 68.3 83.7 96.5 71.7 65.8 74.9 59.1 63.2 71.9

Nie et al. [60] (ICCV’17) 90.1 88.2 85.7 95.6 103.9 103.0 92.4 90.4 117.9 136.4 98.5 94.4 90.6 86.0 89.5 97.5

Tekin et al. [48] (ICCV’17) 54.2 61.4 60.2 61.2 79.4 78.3 63.1 81.6 70.1 107.3 69.3 70.3 74.3 51.8 74.3 69.7

Zhou et al. [64] (ICCV’17) 54.8 60.7 58.2 71.4 62.0 65.5 53.8 55.6 75.2 111.6 64.2 66.1 51.4 63.2 55.3 64.9

Martinez et al. [25] (ICCV’17) 51.8 56.2 58.1 59.0 69.5 78.4 55.2 58.1 74.0 94.6 62.3 59.1 65.1 49.5 52.4 62.9

Ours 48.5 54.4 54.4 52.0 59.4 65.3 49.9 52.9 65.8 71.1 56.6 52.9 60.9 44.7 47.8 56.2

Table 4: Detailed results on Human3.6M [16]. Numbers are mean per joint errors (mm). The results of all approaches are

obtained from the original papers. We outperform all other approaches across the table.

Direct. Discuss Eating Greet Phone Photo Pose Purch. Sitting SitingD Smoke Wait WalkD Walk WalkT Avg

Akhter & Black [1]* (CVPR’15) 199.2 177.6 161.8 197.8 176.2 186.5 195.4 167.3 160.7 173.7 177.8 181.9 176.2 198.6 192.7 181.1

Ramakrishna et al. [38]* (ECCV’12) 137.4 149.3 141.6 154.3 157.7 158.9 141.8 158.1 168.6 175.6 160.4 161.7 150.0 174.8 150.2 157.3

Zhou et al. [67]* (CVPR’15) 99.7 95.8 87.9 116.8 108.3 107.3 93.5 95.3 109.1 137.5 106.0 102.2 106.5 110.4 115.2 106.7

Bogo et al. [5] (ECCV’16) 62.0 60.2 67.8 76.5 92.1 77.0 73.0 75.3 100.3 137.3 83.4 77.3 86.8 79.7 87.7 82.3

Moreno-Noguer [28] (CVPR’17) 66.1 61.7 84.5 73.7 65.2 67.2 60.9 67.3 103.5 74.6 92.6 69.6 71.5 78.0 73.2 74.0

Pavlakos et al. [32] (CVPR’17) 47.5 50.5 48.3 49.3 50.7 55.2 46.1 48.0 61.1 78.1 51.1 48.3 52.9 41.5 46.4 51.9

Martinez et al. [25] (ICCV’17) 39.5 43.2 46.4 47.0 51.0 56.0 41.4 40.6 56.5 69.4 49.2 45.0 49.5 38.0 43.1 47.7

Ours 34.7 39.8 41.8 38.6 42.5 47.5 38.0 36.6 50.7 56.8 42.6 39.6 43.9 32.1 36.5 41.8

Table 5: Detailed results on Human3.6M [16]. Numbers are reconstruction errors. The results of all approaches are obtained

from the original papers, except for (*), which were obtained from [5]. We outperform all other approaches across the table.

employing the actual 3D ground truth for training. The de-

tailed results are presented in Table 1. Interestingly, in all

cases, the weaker ordinal supervision signal is competitive

and achieves results very close to the fully supervised base-

line. The gap increases only when we employ more power-

ful architectures, i.e., the volume regression case with two

hourglass components. In fact, in this case the average error

is already very low (below 80mm), and one would expect

that for even lower prediction errors, the highly accurate

3D ground truth would be necessary for training.

Improving 3D pose detectors: After the sanity check that

ordinal supervision is competitive to training with the full

3D ground truth, we explore using ordinal depth annota-

tions provided by humans, to boost the performance of a

standard ConvNet for 3D human pose [32]. As detailed in

Section 4.2, we follow a mixed training strategy, leveraging

Human3.6M images with 3D ground truth and LSP+MPII

Ordinal images with our annotations. Data augmentation

using natural images with 2D keypoint annotations is a stan-

dard practice [48, 26, 36, 64, 44], but here we also consider

the effect of our ordinal depth supervision. Optionally, the

reconstruction component can be used at the end of the net-

work, helping with coherent 3D pose prediction. The de-

tailed results of the ablative study are presented in Table 2.

Unsurprisingly, using more training examples improves

performance. The supervision with 2D keypoints is helpful

(line 2), however the addition of our ordinal depth supervi-

sion provides novel information to the network and further

improves the results (line 3). The refinement step using the

reconstruction module (lines 4 and 5) is also beneficial, and

helps providing coherent 3D pose results. In fact, the last

line corresponds to state-of-the-art results for this dataset,

which we discuss in more detail in Section 4.4.

Robustness to domain shift: Besides boosting current

state-of-the-art models, we ultimately aspire to use our ordi-

nal supervision for better generalization of the trained mod-

els so that they are applicable for in-the-wild images. To

demonstrate this potential, we test our approach on the MPI-

INF-3DHP dataset. This dataset is not considered exactly

in-the-wild, but has a significant domain shift compared to

Human3.6M. The complete results for this ablative exper-

iment are presented in Table 3. Interestingly, the model

trained only on Human3.6M data (line 1) has embarrassing

performance, because of heavy overfitting. Using additional

in-the-wild images with 2D keypoints (line 2) is helpful,

but from inspection of the results, the benefit comes mainly

from better 2D pose estimates, while depth prediction is

generally mediocre. The best generalization comes after in-

corporating also the ordinal depth supervision (line 3), ele-

vating the model to state-of-the-art results.
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S1 S3 S3 S1 S2 S3 Avg

Radwan et al. [37] 75.1 99.8 93.8 79.2 89.8 99.4 89.5

Wang et al. [54] 71.9 75.7 85.3 62.6 77.7 54.4 71.3

Simo-Serra et al. [43] 65.1 48.6 73.5 74.2 46.6 32.2 56.7

Bo et al. [4] 46.4 30.3 64.9 64.5 48.0 38.2 48.7

Kostrikov et al. [20] 44.0 30.9 41.7 57.2 35.0 33.3 40.3

Yasin et al. [62] 35.8 32.4 41.6 46.6 41.4 35.4 38.9

Moreno-Noguer [28] 19.7 13.0 24.9 39.7 20.0 21.0 26.9

Pavlakos et al. [32] 22.1 21.9 29.0 29.8 23.6 26.0 25.5

Martinez et al. [25] 19.7 17.4 46.8 26.9 18.2 18.6 24.6

Ours 18.8 12.7 29.2 23.5 15.4 14.5 18.3

Table 6: Results on the HumanEva-I [42] dataset. Num-

bers are reconstruction errors (mm). The results of all ap-

proaches are obtained from the original papers.

4.4. Comparison with stateoftheart

Human3.6M: We use for evaluation the same ConvNet

with the previous section, which follows a mixed training

strategy and includes the reconstruction component. The

detailed results in terms of mean per joint error and re-

construction error are presented in Tables 4 and 5 respec-

tively. Our complete approach achieves state-of-the-art re-

sults across all actions and metrics, with relative error re-

duction over 10% on average. Since most other works

(e.g., [51, 64, 48, 25]) also use in-the-wild images with

2D keypoints for supervision, most of the improvement for

our approach comes from augmenting training with ordinal

depth relations for these examples. In particular, the error

decrease with respect to previous work is more significant

for challenging actions like Sitting Down, Photo or Sitting,

with a lot of self-occlusions and rare poses. This benefit can

be attributed to the greater variety of the LSP+MPII Ordinal

images not just in terms of appearance (this also benefits the

other approaches), but mainly in terms of 3D poses which

are observed from our ConvNet in a weak 3D form.

HumanEva-I: The ConvNet architecture remains the same,

where HumanEva-I and LSP+MPII Ordinal images are used

for mixed training. The reconstruction component is trained

only on HumanEva-I MoCap. Our results are presented in

Table 6 and show important accuracy benefit over previous

approaches. On average, the relative error reduction is again

over 10%, which is a solid improvement considering the

numbers for this dataset have mostly saturated.

MPI-INF-3DHP: For MPI-INF-3DHP, we report results

using the same ConvNet we trained for Human3.6M, with

Human3.6M and LSP+MPII Ordinal images. In Table 7

we compare with two recent baselines which are not trained

on this dataset, and we outperform them, with particularly

large margin for the Outdoor sequence.

Approach

Studio Studio
Outdoor All All

GS no GS

3DPCK 3DPCK 3DPCK 3DPCK AUC

Mehta et al. [26] 70.8 62.3 58.8 64.7 31.7

Zhou et al. [64] 71.1 64.7 72.7 69.2 32.5

Ours 76.5 63.1 77.5 71.9 35.3

Table 7: Detailed results on the test set of MPI-INF-

3DHP [26]. The results for all approaches are taken from

the original papers. No training data from this dataset have

been used for training by any method.

Figure 4: Typical qualitative results from MPI-INF-3DHP,

from the original and a novel viewpoint.

4.5. Qualitative evaluation

In Figure 4 we have collected a sample of 3D pose out-

put for our approach, focusing on MPI-INF-3DHP, since it

is the main dataset that we evaluate without touching the

training data. A richer collection of success and failure ex-

amples is included in the supplementary material.

5. Summary

The goal of this paper was to present a solution for train-

ing end-to-end ConvNets for 3D human pose estimation in

the absence of accurate 3D ground truth, by using a weaker

supervision signal in the form of ordinal depth relations of

the joints. We investigated the flexibility of these ordinal

relations by incorporating them in recent ConvNet archi-

tectures for 3D human pose and demonstrated competitive

performance with their fully supervised versions. Further-

more, we extended the MPII and LSP datasets with ordi-

nal depth annotations for the human joints, allowing us to

present compelling results for non-studio conditions. Fi-

nally, these annotations were incorporated in the training

procedure of recent ConvNets for 3D human pose, achiev-

ing state-of-the-art results in the standard benchmarks.

Project Page: https://www.seas.upenn.edu/˜pavlakos/

projects/ordinal
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